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Grammar
UNIT

4

Basics

Comparative adjectives
1 Match the adjectives with their 

comparative forms in 1–5 with the 
spelling rules in a–e.
1 heavy/heavier   d  

2 delicious/more delicious 
3 bad/worse 
4 cold/colder 
5 wet/wetter 
a more + adjective
b + -er
c double final consonant + -er
d y + -ier
e irregular

2 Choose the correct option to complete 
the sentences.
1 My new bed is more long/longer than 

my old one.
2 Today is more windy/windier 

than yesterday.
3 I think Mondays are more bad/worse 

than Sundays.
4 Spain is more hot/hotter than Ireland.
5 Surfing is excitinger/more exciting 

than cycling.
6 Sean is a better/more good dancer 

than Lucas.

3 Complete the questions with the 
superlative form of the adjectives 
in brackets.
1 Who is the  tallest  (tall) in 

your family?
2 What is the  (difficult) subject 

at school?
3 Which is the  (tidy) room in 

your house?
4 Which month of the year is the 

 (cold)?
5 Who is the  (interesting) 

person you know?

Modal verbs of obligation, permission 
and prohibition
4 Match the questions with the answers.

1 Can I have some ice cream?   d  

2 Can she stay up late? 
3 Can we play in the snow? 
4 Can they watch a film? 
a Yes, you can. But you mustn’t get wet.
b No, they can’t. They must tidy their rooms.
c No, she can’t. She must go to sleep.
d Yes, you can. But you mustn’t eat 

too much.

5 Complete the sentences and questions 
with the phrases in the box.

 can do can’t do can I can watch  
 must wear mustn’t use 

1 We’ve got two TVs at home, so we  
 can watch  TV in the living room or in 
the kitchen!

2 I  my homework. My books 
are at school.

3 It’s very cold outside! You  
warm clothes today.

4 Please be quiet. You  your 
phone in the library.

5 Mum,  go swimming? 
It’s sunny!

6 We  the science project 
together. Do you want to study with me?
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